
CLASS 5        ENGLISH Robinson Crusoe I. New words: Discover Frightened Cave Castle Wandered Investigate Frequently Savages Mainland Inhabited Bolder II. Word meanings: Savages: wild people who used to live in the past. Wandered: go from place to place without a definite route. Mainland: A large continuous extent of land. Bolder: More confident Inhabited: occupied Frequently: regularly or habitually III. Antonyms:  1. Discover   x    conceal 2. inhabit    x    depart, leave 3. Frequent    x     infrequent 



4. Wander    x    go direct, stay 5. Savage   x    civilized 6. Amazed   x    Dismayed. IV. Answer the following questions:  1. What did Robinson see one day? Ans: Robinson saw a footprint of a man one day. 2. What made Robinson Crusoe think that the print on the ground was a foot print? Ans: Robinson Crusoe think that it had every part of foot, toes and heel. 3. Why was Robinson afraid when he looked at the bushes and trees? Ans: Robinson was afraid because he mistook every bush and tree to be a man following him. 4. Why did Robinson pray when saw the footprint? Ans: Robinson prayed when he saw the footprint because he thought it was a footprint of a savage and savage would come and kill him. 5. Why was Robinson sure that it was not his footprint? Ans: Robinson was sure that it was not his footprint because he placed his foot along that footprint it was larger than his footprint. 6. Why did Robinson decide to go down to shore again? Ans: Robinson decided to go down to shore again to examine the footprint again and also to measure it with his footprint. V. Form meaningful sentence after re-arranging the jumbled words: 1. After/bolder/became/two/ days/ or three/ Robinson. Ans: After two or three days Robinson became bolder. 2. Was/ Island/the /inhabited. Ans: The Island was inhabited. 3. Towards/went/I/Footprint/large/the. Ans: I went towards the large footprint. 



4. Alone/was/not/ Robinson/the/Island. Ans: Robinson was not alone on the Island. VI. Joining words – Conjunctions. “Because, so, but, and, or, although, if etc. are used to join sentences are called conjuctions. 1. I went to sleep early. I was terribly tired. Ans: I went to sleep early because I was terribly tired. 2. Will you go by walking? Will you go by your bike? Ans: Will you go by walking or by your bike? 3. Ruby tried hard. She failed. Ans: Ruby tried hard but she failed. 4. Keats was a great poet. Shelley was a great poet. Ans: Keats and Shelley were great poets. 5. Take out water bottle from fridge. You may be feeling thirsty. Ans: If you are feeling thirsty then take out bottle from fridge. 6. I decided to go to beach. I went along the water’s edge. Ans: I decided to go to beach so I went along the water’s edge.   


